
Gaze & �
The Great Gatsby

Tutorial Part II: English 147



Different Types of ‘Gaze’
•  The gaze the of characters on other 

characters: eyes described literally or 
metaphorically in the text; the images of 
eyes in the text 


•  The gaze of the narrator on other 

characters: Nick Carraway 

•  The gaze of the audience on the 

characters: film adaptations 
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Class Thoughts on ‘Gaze’ & �
the Unreliable Narrator

•  Thoughts on gaze:
•  “someone is always watching. Nick is observing the other 

characters, but at the same time he is being observed”
•  Characteristics of our unreliable narrator – Nick Carraway:

•  “we as the reader receive only the narration of people and 
events to which he is presently engaged”

•  “only has one side of the story”
•  Implications of engaging with an unreliable narrator: 

•  “readers […] forced to think about what they are reading”
•  “we can believe things that aren’t true, not get the whole 

story of an accurate account”
•  “we need to question what is missing, incorrect, or biased”
•  “reader must become more engaged in interpreting the text, 

must take a critical approach”
	  



•  Whose perspective does the camera give us? Is it 
a static perspective or a moving perspective? 
How is that the same or different from the text?

•  How does the text (F. Scott Fitzgerald’s words) 
feature in the film? Is their presence effective?

•  How do we see Nick? Is his narrative function 
different here than in the novel? Does he exhibit 
any unreliable qualities on film?

•  How do the elements of cinema (visual images & 
sound) change the text? Do they give it life or 
kill our imagination?

AS ALWAYS, BE PREPARED TO ANSWER WHY! 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgcuBOVMGsg

Class Discussion: Gatsby’s Party



Group Work: Throwing Shirts

•  Group One:
– Emma, Madeline, Kylie, Brandon, Ashley

•  Group Two:
– Natasha, Arianna, Dryden, Jennifer

•  Group Three:
– Sarah, Garreth, Dakota, Lucie, Thea

•  Group Four:
– Katherine, Matthew, Eliza, Alex



•  Group One: Whose perspective does the camera 
give us? Is it a static perspective or a moving 
perspective? How is that the same or different 
from the text?

•  Group Two: How does the text (F. Scott 
Fitzgerald’s words) feature in the film? Is their 
presence effective?

•  Group Three: How do we see Nick? Is his 
narrative function different here than in the 
novel? Does he exhibit any unreliable qualities 
on film?

•  Group Four: How do the elements of cinema 
(visual images & sound) change the text? Do 
they give it life or kill our imagination?

AS ALWAYS, BE PREPARED TO ANSWER WHY! 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyZrLD_fDLY

Group Work: Throwing Shirts



•  Average: 72% (B-)
•  Common Strengths:
– Argumentative
– Grounded in the text

•  Common Weaknesses:
– Lack of specificity
– Lack of originality
– Missing the how or the so what

General Comments:�
 Essay Proposals



•  Essay due date: November 28
•  Suggestions:
– Contact me
– Read ahead
– Start outlining
– Essay composition = extended close reading

•  NO CLASS next week
– Tuesday lecture (Nov. 11)
– Wednesday lecture (Nov. 12)
– Friday tutorial (Nov. 14)
– Office hours (Nov. 14)

•  To be rescheduled

Moving Forward:�
 Essay & Reading Break


